To
The CGMTs
All Telecom Circle.

Subject: Unlimited free calling to any network from BSNL Landline for 2 days on promotional basis as “Happy Diwali to every Indian”.

1. Approval of competent authority is hereby conveyed to offer unlimited free calling to any network from BSNL Landline under all Landline, Broadband & FTTH plans (Standalone & combo both), for 2 days i.e. 27.10.2019 & 28.10.2019 without any extra charges.

2. The above offer may be promoted as “Happy Diwali to every Indian” and wide publicity may be given to the same.

3. This has the approval of Dir (CFA).

(Sunil Gupta)
AGM (CFA)

Copy to:
1. CGM (ITPC) for necessary action please.